ONDAMED is based on the facts of physics, quantum physics - nuclear magnetic resonance and quantum electro-dynamic information in particular, not chemistry.

The information flow between organs and organs and between tissues can be restored by QED (quantum electrodynamics information). This is done by induction. Specific frequencies, individually for each patient, render photons of specific wave spectra for each ailing body structure.

The uniqueness of the ONDAMED is that it finds the areas/spots with information deficit – and consequently impaired life functions. You can compare these spots/tissues/cellular structures with an auto pilot without proper programming. An auto pilot without the specific coordinates cannot fly anywhere.

Most of you have seen images of an MRI of the body. The total body image would show each organ in a different contrast. This is because each organ has a different magnetic field of hydrogen atoms. The fields are the electromagnetic matrix which control all physical, chemical, neural, etc processes.

It is logic, that all of these fields are interacting with each other and form a “dynamic equilibrium”. In other words: they are interacting not chaotically with each other, but follow a certain order principle to keep up life functions. The communication between these magnetic fields is done by quantum electro-dynamics information. This collective of organ and tissue fields display a sensitive attitude since they are all magnetic, and you may remember by playing with just two magnets, how two different field forces are acting on each other.

In other words: Any disturbance of one field, such as by mercury, pesticides, radioactive elements, inflammation, emotion etc, will affect the entire system by disturbing the harmonious flow of information.

If the flow of information is damaged, blocked or distorted in one field we are talking about a focus. It is clear that this focus influences the stability of all other fields.

ONDAMED finds these foci and provides the specific frequencies for generating the correcting QED (quantum electro dynamic information).

This explains the value of nuclear magnetic resonance and QED in Anti-Aging and healing in numerous patients and animals worldwide using the ONDAMED.

* In physics a photon is an elementary particle. It is the quantum of the electromagnetic interaction and the basic "unit" of light and all other forms of electromagnetic radiation. It is also the force carrier for the electromagnetic force.